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 Chapter 8 Thai Economic Outlook 2005

8.1 Economic Forecast for 2005

As of May 2005, the Fiscal Policy Office (FPO) forecasted that Thailandûs economy

would exhibit a 4.6-5.1 percent growth rate in 2005, decelerating from 2004, and

lower than the 6.0 percent growth forecasted on February 2005. This downward

revision was primarily owing to a slow down in the first quarter compared to last

year. In the first quarter of 2005, Thailand was confronted with various uncontrollable

factors i.e. natural disaster and unremitting rise in crude oil prices. It was expected

that in the following quarters, Thai economy would be driven mainly by domestic

investment, both from government and private, with supports from domestic

consumption and export of goods and services. Current account was expected to

register a surplus of 0.5 USD billion, or 0.3 percent of GDP, while headline inflation

would be at 4.0 percent due to the floating domestic diesel price which would

eventually affect the prices of goods and services.

In June 2005, the Office of National Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB)

revised their economy forecast downward from 5.5-6.5 percent released on March

7th, 2005 to 4.5-5.5 percent after a mere 3.3 percent growth was registered in Q1 due

to the hiking oil prices and the drought impacts. Inflation rate was projected to be

3.6 percent, and only a small surplus was expected for current account. It was

obvious that this year Thailand would be forced into trade deficit for the first time

since 2002. However, the NESDB projected a deficit of 4.9 USD billion which was

smaller than the FPOûs forecast.
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Table 8.1 Summary of Thai Economic Forecast for 2005

Sources: the Fiscal Policy Office, the Office of National Economic and Social Development Board

In April 2005, the World Bank had projected that the 2005 Thai economy would

register a 5.2 percent growth, downward revised from the 5.8 percent announced at

the last quarter of 2004. The major driver for the Thai economic growth would be

the government and private investment. It was expected that the household

consumption would not be as buoyant as the previous year, and export would be

sluggish due to a surge in oil price, inflation, and the world trade slowdown.

The Thai economy forecast by the Bank of Thailand in April 2005 was in the range

of 4.5-5.5 percent growth rate, primarily owing to downside risks including oil
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prices, slowdown in trade partnersû economies, the unrest in southern provinces, as

well as the impacts of drought.

Table 8.2 Various Agencies GDP Growth Projection Comparison

Source: the Fiscal Policy Office, the Bank of Thailand, and the Office of National Economic

and Social Development Board

8.2 Key Economic Factors

According to reports made by the Office of National Economic and Social Development

Board in the first half of 2005 and the economic outlook by the Fiscal Policy Office

in June 2005, supporting factors contributing to the momentum of Thai economic

growth were:

• Government expenditures; including the THB 50 billion mid-year

supplementary budget resulting from the Ministry of Financeûs increase

in revenues, the THB 48.47 billion encumbrance budget from the fiscal

years 2003-2004, public enterprises investments and some of the

governmental Mega Project investments set to be initiated.

• Industrial Productivity Utilization remains high, reflecting healthy growth

in private investment.

• Low interest rates and continuous growth of commercial banksû credits

will help stimulate both domestic investment and consumption.
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Some internal downside factors experienced in 2004 still remained, including:

• Impacts of the Tsunami disaster at the end of 2004 on both domestic

and international tourism as well as domestic consumption and investment.

The impact was pronounced on the first quarter of 2005 when the

number of tourists dropped by 6.9 percent, and the restaurants and

hotels industry contracted by 2.0 percent.

• The outbreak of avian flu continued to present problems. Vigilant

measures prevented export of frozen fresh chicken to European and

Japanese markets, resulting in a 98.7 percent plunge. However, the

export of cooked chicken leapt by 89.2 percent in the same quarter.

• Severe droughts in many areas seriously damaged agricultural lands.

The Office of National Economic and Social Development Board estimated

a THB 8 billion direct damage, with THB 3 billion indirect loss through

structural linkage of production factors and products. In total, the damages

caused by drought impacts in 2005 stood at THB 11 billion. Preliminary

figures showed that agricultural products dropped by 11.7 percent in the

first quarter. The agricultural sector shrank by 8.2 percent, especially in

the production of sugarcane, cassava, and second-crop rice, causing

the export of agricultural products to decline by 3.6 percent.

• The unrest in the three southernmost provinces continued.

• The government controls on retail diesel prices were lifted1, causing

impacts on inflation, production costs, and household expenditures.

1 The cabinet recently announced the managed float of diesel prices to come into effect by June 1st, 2005
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Some external negative factors were:

• A slowdown experienced by important trading partners in 2004 affected

exports of Asian countries including Thailand.

• A hike in crude oil price continued as demand kept rising against the

limited supply. The Dubai crude oil average price for the first five months

of 2005 was 43.2 USD per barrel. It was expected that the price for the

remaining of the year would be in the range of 45-50 USD per barrel,

higher than 38 USD per barrel estimated at the beginning of 2005. The

Energy Information Administration (EIA), U.S. Department of Energy,

had projected that according to the world economy, the global consumption

of oil would expand by 2.4 percent in 2005. High oil price caused import

value to soar over export growth and deteriorated the economy. The

price was also passed on to consumers prices, curbing the purchasing

power and affecting spending.

• The Fed Funds Rate remained on the increasing trend.




